Why Preventing the Lateral Spread of Threats Is Important

Security engineers are buried in an avalanche of alerts from multiple—and possibly overlapping—solutions. The Juniper Networks® Advanced Threat Prevention Appliances use machine learning and threat analytics data to consolidate and prioritize alerts from multiple threat detection solutions, enabling engineers to deal with what’s most important first and moving them from simply managing security to improving it.

Juniper Advanced Threat Prevention

There is a way to harness all the raw data from multiple security solutions and turn it into actionable information, providing critical insights the team can use to quickly identify and mitigate threats. While it may not be possible to prevent a zero-day attack from occurring, a single pane-of-glass view and one-touch mitigation capabilities that aggregate and synthesize data from multiple sources help you identify and stop threats early, before they can do any serious damage.

This is where JATP Appliances come in. Available as a physical platform or in a virtual form, JATP Appliances collect raw data from existing security solutions and use that information to identify threats at different points in the kill chain. Once a threat has been identified, one-touch mitigation can be activated to stop it in its tracks.

JATP Appliances are easy to deploy and do not require existing Juniper infrastructure; in fact, they are entirely hardware- and software-agnostic. JATP Appliances work with your current infrastructure, including existing security products, to provide rich security data. No rip-and-replace is required.

What are the Benefits of JATP Appliances?

When a threat gains access to the network, it spreads fast. This is known as “lateral spread,” and this is where the JATP Appliances deliver their greatest benefits.

- **Using machine learning and behavioral analysis**, JATP Appliances detect and analyze threat data by continuously collecting information from Web traffic and e-mail, enabling them to spot lateral threats which have eluded first-line security defenses.
- **The JATP Appliances’ analytics engine** correlates and consolidates threat information with event data, presenting a timeline view of the complete security incident.
- **The solution’s open architecture** allows for logs to be collected from multiple sources, allowing nonintegrated security products to work together. Collected information is correlated and analyzed by the JATP SmartCore Engine.
- **Finally, JATP Appliances** allow the creation of **mitigation policies** that strengthen inline security tools against future attacks while isolating infected hosts. These policies are enforced through one-touch mitigation.
Because JATP Appliances act as a central point for correlating and analyzing data from multiple sources, they reduce the amount of work required for the security team to spot and mitigate threats entering the network. This, in turn, speeds up mitigation and resolution, allowing the team to focus on making the organization more secure.

- Mitigation and enforcement are accomplished by generating and publishing blocking data to existing firewalls, intrusion prevention systems (IPS), and secure Web gateways, either manually or via APIs.
- Suspect traffic is verified and contained at endpoints before publishing clean data to third-party solutions, including Carbon Black.

Conclusion

Companies struggling to deal with the sheer volume of threat data requiring analysis need a solution that lets them quickly identify and mitigate risks while allowing security engineers to focus on improving security rather than just managing it.

JATP Appliances provide this laser focus on security data using advanced machine learning and analytics across multiple security solutions, showing not only when a threat is spreading across the network but how it gained access and where it can be stopped effectively.
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